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Refugee Crisis - ‘Open Your Hearts’ 

Catholics in England and Wales are urged to respond to the refugee crisis with prayer, practical action and 

advocacy. The bishops have arranged for responses to be coordinated locally through the dioceses. 

http://www.catholicchurch.org.uk/Home/Featured/Refugee-Crisis-Open-Your-Hearts/How-Can-I-Help 

Room for Refugees specialises in safe refugee hosting for those facing emergency homelessness. Over 3,000 

places are available for destitute refugees. http://www.paih.org/host-a-refugee/ 

Seeking Sanctuary provides humanitarian assistance to migrants stranded in Calais, & coordinates assistance 

from faith commuinities & other organisations across southern England http://seekingsanctuary.weebly.com/ 

Outside London: No Accommodation Network www.naccom.org.uk 

Lampedusa Cross Action 

A new Lampedusa Cross pilgrimage liturgy 

and action has been produced 

by CAFOD, Jesuit Refugee Service and the 

Catholic Social Action Network.  

Everything is online: http://cafod.org.uk/Pray/Year-of-Mercy & can order hard copy prayer cards there too. 

Lancaster Faith & Justice Commission Parish News Bulletin July 2016  

Telephone:01524 383081 Email:lfjc@talktalk.net Website:www.lancasterfaithandjustice.co.uk 

St Bernadette’s Parish House, Bowerham Road, Lancaster LA1 4HT   

Church Leaders in Cumbria Issue Statement following EU Referendum  

In a spirit of unity, we the Church Leaders in Cumbria have been reflecting together upon the outcome of 

the EU Referendum and its ramifications.  

‘Though we respect the will of our people, expressed at the ballot box, we recognise and regret the hurt and 

divisions that are being experienced. We pray that our county and country may move forward in a spirit of 

reconciliation and unity. We look for healing in relationships that have been tested by different views and 

we urge a continued welcome for all who live among us. We echo the calls of our national Church Leaders 

that we ‘remain hospitable and compassionate builders of bridges and not barriers’, ‘work in this task with 

respect and civility, despite deep differences of opinion’ and ‘continue to keep our eyes open to the needs 

of the weak, in our own land and in the many poor and troubled countries around God’s world’. 
 

Bill Bewley, Religious Society of Friends;               Rt Rev Michael Campbell, RC Bishop of Lancaster; 

Rev Andrew Dodd, Baptist Network Minister;              Major Drew McCombe, Salvation Army Divisional Leader;  

Rev Sarah Moore, URC Area President;               Rt Rev James Newcome, Anglican Bishop of Carlisle;  

Rev David Pitkeathly, SRF Chair (Church of Scotland);            Rev Richard Teal, CTiC President & Chair of Cumbria Methodist District 

Emergency food crisis in Ethiopia 

Ten million people are facing a crippling drought in Ethiopia. We urgently 

need your help to provide life-saving aid to those affected.  

Severe and extreme weather shifts, part of the El Niño effect, mean that 

the rains in Ethiopia have failed twice. Farmers are losing their crops, water 

sources are drying up, and families are struggling to keep themselves and 

their animals alive. As a result, an estimated 400,000 children are suffering 

from malnutrition and millions are in need of emergency food and clean 

water. 

We urgently need your support to scale up our work and reach more vul-

nerable women, men and children with life-saving aid.  

The United Nations has described 

the situation as: ‘acute need,  

exceeding levels seen in the Horn 

 of Africa drought of 2011’.  

The drought is expected to  

continue into late 2016. 

http://cafod.org.uk/News/

Emergencies-news/Ethiopia-food-

crisis-QA 

For ideas to help: http://cafod.org.uk/News/Emergencies-news/Ethiopia-Crisis-How-to-help     

Please donate today  
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New report sets out the employment implications of cancelling 

Trident replacement. The report, written by economist Michael 

Burke, reveals the significant potential for industrial develop-

ment and jobs creation in the UK if the £205 billion planned for 

Trident is invested elsewhere in the economy. 

Read Trident and Jobs: the employment implication of cancel-

ling Trident replacement   

Parliament to vote on Trident replacement on the 18th July 

Prime Minister David Cameron has announced that the long-awaited 

vote on Trident replacement will take place on Monday 18th July. It 

isn't yet known whether MPs will be asked to support replacement in 

principle, or whether they will be asked to consent to the building of 

four new submarines, at a cost of £41bn. CND analysis has shown 

that the lifetime cost of Trident replacement will be at least £205bn 

Opposition to Trident is growing both inside and outside Parliament.  

MPs from every major party are expected to oppose the Government 

proposals.  

On Wednesday 13th July CND and other organisations are holding a 

mass lobby of MPs in Westminster to make the case against trident 

replacement. This will be the last chance to talk to your MP before 

they vote. Please make every effort to come along and tell your 

friends. You can sign up through the CND website, though you don't 

need an appointment to attend. Contact the CND office more more 

information.  

Nuclear deterrence and the threat of mutually assured destruction cannot be the basis for an ethics 

of fraternity and peaceful co-existence among people and states. The youth of today and tomorrow 

deserve far more… Spending on nuclear weapons squanders the wealth of nations.  

Pope Francis, 2014 

Stop Trident mass lobby of MPs - 

public meeting 

 

On Wednesday 13th July, hundreds of 

constituents will lobby their MPs to 

persuade them to change their minds 

ahead of the parliamentary decision 

on whether the government should 

replace Trident, the UK's nuclear 

weapons system. 

 Sign up to lobby your MP. 

Cost The cost of Trident replacement is massive and continues to rise.  

The submarines alone were to cost £11-£14 billion in 2006 and now that estimate has risen to £31-£41      

billion. The total cost of deploying the submarines, missiles and warheads for an additional 30 years is now 

estimated to be over £200  billion. This figure includes the cost of eventually decommissioning the              

submarines and warheads, as well as the ongoing running costs which are expected to rise from the current 

£2 billion per year to nearly double that amount by the 2060s.  At a time when austerity budgets continue to 

mean cuts to social services, increasing pressure on the NHS, rising tuition fees, and the draining of local   

authority resources, spending that much money on Trident reflects our distorted national priorities. With a 

fraction of the money to be spent on Trident, we could instead be building a world-class health service,        

re-opening access to higher education, investing in sustainable energy sources to meet our climate            

commitments, and addressing the real causes of war and terrorism which lie in the inequalities and injustices 

of the present international order.  

Arguments and questions to engage in discussion and help challenge Trident replacement 
From Trident Briefing 2016 produced by Network of Christian Peace Organisations 
http://paxchristi.org.uk/wp/wp-content/uploads/2013/12/Final-Trident-Briefing.pdf 

To help writing to and meeting your MP 

 

? Questions you could raise: How do you justify spending such extraordinary amounts of money on Trident 

when there are so many other urgent priorities that are not being adequately funded?  At what point does 

the price tag for Trident become too high to justify? As Christians, we want to see our taxes used to meet 

the real needs of people and not wasted on a white elephant like Trident. 

Continue p.3 
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Cont:   Arguments and questions to engage in discussion and help challenge Trident replacement 
http://paxchristi.org.uk/wp/wp-content/uploads/2013/12/Final-Trident-Briefing.pdf To help writing to and meeting your MP 

A promise made ‘in good faith’ The British government promised in 

1968 to negotiate ‘in good faith’ the complete elimination of its nuclear 

weapons. It gave an ‘unequivocal undertaking’ in 2010 that it was still 

committed to fulfilling this promise. And yet the UK continues year   

after year to vote against nuclear disarmament initiatives at the UN and 

has so far refused to put its own nuclear weapons up for negotiation.  

In 2015, the UK, together with the US and Canada, shamefully blocked 

the final agreement reached by 185 other countries at the  

Nonproliferation Treaty Review Conference, and in 2016 it has been 

boycotting the UN working group which is meeting specifically to find 

ways to move forward on multilateral disarmament. 

As Christians, we believe we need to be as good as our word. When we 

make promises to other countries we should stick by them. We cannot 

be saying one thing and doing the opposite. The UK has moral, as well 

as legal, obligations that commit it to a world without nuclear weapons. 

How does the renewal of Trident move us towards such a world?  

? Questions you could raise 
 

Do you think the UK should be present  

at multilateral disarmament talks? 
 

Do you think the UK should put its  

Trident weapons up for negotiation  

as promised in 1968?  
 

Do you think it makes sense to renew  

Trident when the vast majority of  

other countries are trying to  

negotiate the total elimination of  

all nuclear weapons? 

Security As Christians, we put our faith in God rather than in weapons. We 

believe it is an act of faithlessness to claim that our only protection from 

weapons of mass  destruction is to possess weapons of mass destruction 

ourselves. In what sense does Trident ‘protect’ us, when all it can do is to 

inflict death and destruction on another country after they have already 

inflicted the same on us? When would such a revenge attack ever be    

morally justified? 

We are told that Trident is a ‘deterrent’ and would never be used. But no 

weapon can be effective as a deterrent unless there is a clear intention to 

use it. The longer we rely on these weapons, the greater the likelihood that 

they will be used by accident or  design. It is a gross misreading of history 

as well as of human nature to suggest that the only reason countries have 

not attacked us in the last 70 years is because they were ‘deterred’ by the 

threat of massive nuclear retaliation. 

? Questions you could raise 
Do you think the vast majority of 

countries - which do not have their 

own nuclear weapons and are not 

‘protected’ by the so-called 

‘nuclear umbrella’ - are less safe 

and in more danger of being at-

tacked than we are?  

 

Do you think the UK is more, or 

less, likely to be a target if we keep 

Trident?  

 

What should Britain do to prevent 

nuclear proliferation and make the 

world safer? 

Humanitarian impact Trident is a weapon of mass destruction. A single    

Trident warhead is more than six times as powerful as the bomb which killed 

140,000 people in Hiroshima. Each Trident submarine carries 40  warheads, 

or more  destructive power than was used in the whole of World War II.  

If these were ever used, even only on military targets in & around Moscow, 

they would probably kill more than 5 million people. The radioactive fall-out 

would kill many millions more. Many would be killed even in the UK, since 

fall-out does not stop at national boundaries - as we saw with the Chernobyl 

accident. As Christians, we do not accept that there can ever be circumstances 

in which it is permissible to commit mass murder or to deliberately target 

whole cities full of innocent civilians. While most Christians through the centuries 

have accepted there can be a ‘just war’ under certain circumstances, these 

circumstances cannot be applied to nuclear weapons or nuclear war, since 

these weapons are incapable of  distinguishing between combatants and 

noncombatants, or even between belligerent countries & neutral countries. 

? Questions you could raise 
 

Do you think all weapons of  

mass destruction should be 

banned and made illegal, 

 including nuclear as well as  

biological & chemical weapons?  
 

Do you think it can ever be  

justified to use Trident against 

civilians, the elderly and the  

infirm – to deliberately target 

schools, hospitals, churches,  

fall-out shelters, museums, 

homes, public buildings? 

 

I have no faith in Trident because I have no faith in weapons of mass destruction. If we can ban chemical and biological weapons because of their 

indiscriminate function then I do not want my country to hold nuclear weapons. Sue Claydon, Anglican Pacifist Fellowship 

Nuclear weapons are tools of terror & contribute 

nothing to peace. Our country's money and 

knowhow could be so much better used. 

Philip Austin, Northern Friends Peace Board 
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The UK has a proud history of supporting refugees. In the 1930s the Kindertransport saved the lives of Jewish 

children from Germany. In the 1970s the UK welcomed Ugandan Asians fleeing Idi Amin’s regime, and in the 

1990s we opened our doors to Kosovan refugees.  

Today, more than 65 million people are displaced globally. Forced from their homes by violence, fear,        

desperation, or poverty, each person is made in God’s image, and is deserving of safety, freedom and hope. 

In a society divided over immigration, our message of shared humanity is more important than ever.  
 

Yet, refugees are often portrayed negatively in the media. We are told that they are drain on our economy 

and that we should be fearful about the impact of immigration on our communities. We hear far less about 

the positive contributions that refugees make, how historically refugees have enhanced our society, and 

about the willingness of local people to make refugees welcome. Faith communities are at the heart of a   

different story, galvanising local support to find homes for people forced from their countries by violence 

and conflict and now languishing in desperate situations.  

As one of the world’s richest countries, the UK has a legal and moral responsibility to protect those fleeing 

from violence. But so far, the response of our government has not matched the scale of the crisis, nor the 

compassion of those who have already opened their homes to refugees. Instead, poor countries - like     

Lebanon and Iraq - are hosting 86% of the world’s refugees. We believe that everybody deserves a safe place 

to call home, & we stand for a UK that refuses to turn a blind eye to the suffering of people seeking sanctuary. 

We are urging that the UK government must commit to host at least double the number of refugees it has 

currently promised, and do more to ensure safe and legal passage for those escaping violence to travel to 

and through Europe.  

On 19 September 2016 President Obama will host a meeting to address large movements of refugees and 

migrants, with the aim of bringing countries together behind a more humane and coordinated approach. Be-

fore then, we need to change the story.  
 

Speak for hope -Help change the story around refugees 

Help tell a story that upholds those escaping injustice and war, and that celebrates those who offer a  

welcome and  stand for a UK that refuses to turn a blind eye to the suffering of people seeking sanctuary.  

Get involved 

Join us in changing the story around refugees: write to your local newspaper and tell them that refugees de-

serve to be treated with dignity and compassion. 

We’re building an online tool to make it as easy as possible to get involved, but if you want to get stuck in 

straight away, there are pointers below on things to include in your letter. 

• Explain that you are writing to call for government action to respond to the refugee crisis.   

• Tell a personal story of why you believe refugees deserve to be welcomed.   

• We know that faith groups are at the heart of the response locally. Give an example of a positive story in 

your community; of the contribution that refugees are already making, or of a group that is working hard to 

welcome refugees.  

• Highlight the local angle. If relevant, praise any compassionate coverage relating to refugees in the news-

paper you are writing to.   

Explain that you believe that you believe that the government can and must do more. Call on the UK govern-

ment to host at least double the number of refugees that the government has currently pledged to support. 

Through sharing stories of hospitality, and the positive contributions that refugees make in our communities, we can 

demonstrate our commitment to a United Kingdom that refuses to turn a blind eye to suffering and affirms that every-

one deserves a safe place to call home. 

Find out more at www.christianaid.org.uk/changethestory and urge your local newspaper to Change The Story about 

refugees.  

Help Change the Story on Refugees  
 

The stories we hear and tell are important.  

They help shape our thoughts,  

form our opinions and set the agenda.  
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Carlisle Refugee Action Group (CRAG) urgent appeal  

At the discussion meeting on the refugee crisis the SRF heard from CRAG that there are not currently enough 

supplies of food, tents and clothing in the refugee camps of northern France to meet the increasing need. 

Cash donations to buy supplies are urgently needed: Donate here  

Donations in kind of specific items of clothing, tents and sleeping bags are also very welcome -  

contact James Cartwright for list of items: 07801 414751; james@cartwrightsmith.wanadoo.co.uk  

JO COX                                                                                                                       

“While we celebrate our diversity what surprises me time and time again as I travel around the constituency                  

is that we are far more united and have far more in common with each other than things that divide us”.           

http://www.theguardian.com/politics/video/2016/jun/16/labour-mp-jo-cox-maiden-speech-parliament-video 

Jo Cox was murdered whilst doing her job as an MP, as she left a meeting with constituents in one of the towns she was 

elected to represent.   Jo Cox quickly earned a reputation as a first-class Labour MP after making a string of principled 

interventions on major issues such as Syria, violence in the Middle East and international development. Elected to the 

Commons in May 2015, she achieved much in just 13 months as an MP and is, perhaps, best-known for her work on    

war-torn Syria. Last year she abstained on the key parliamentary vote on whether Britain should bomb the ravaged     

nation as much of the rest of the PLP engaged in a deep split. But her understanding of the Middle East goes back many 

years and reflects her time working for Oxfam, in some of the world’s major trouble spots, as well as serving as the aid 

charity’s head of humanitarian campaigning in New York. 

“I’ve been in some horrific situations where women have been raped repeatedly in Darfur, I’ve been with child soldiers 

who have been given Kalashnikov and kill members of their own family in Uganda,” Cox told the Yorkshire Post last year. 

“In Afghanistan I was talking to Afghan elders who were world weary of a lack of sustained attention from their own  

Government and from the international community to stop problems early. That’s the thing that all of that experience 

gave me – if you ignore a problem it gets worse.” 

Jo’s colleagues in the 2015 intake of Labour MPs have released a video to honour her – go to: http://labourlist.org/2016/

she-was-our-jo-labours-2015-mps-make-video-to-honour-their-friend-jo-cox/  

Jo supported many charities and campaigns. Before she became an MP, she worked for charities including Oxfam.  Her 

closest friends have set up a fund in her name to raise money for three causes that she fought tirelessly for as an MP. 

The group are asking people to donate to the causes – tackling loneliness, fighting against the politics of hate and ex-

tremism, and supporting search and rescue workers in Syria – through a website and are hoping to raise tens of thou-

sands of pounds.  Already the fund stands at over £1.3 million. The three charities chosen are ones that were close to 

Cox’s heart and to her family:                                                                                                                                        

ROYAL VOLUNTARY SERVICE, to support volunteers helping tackle loneliness in Cox’s constituency of Batley and Spen in 

West Yorkshire www.royalvoluntaryservice.org.uk                                                                                                                                                    

HOPE NOT HATE, which seeks to challenge and defeat the politics of hate and extremism within local communities 

across Britain www.hopenothate.org.uk                                                                                                                                                                                                            

WHITE HELMETS, volunteer search and rescue workers in Syria who have saved the lives of more than 40,000 people and 

aim to bring hope to the region www.whitehelmets.org  

GLASTONBURY LIVE ALBUM TO SUPPORT OXFAM’S REFUGEE APPEAL IN MEMORY OF JO COX                                                                    

Oxfam is releasing the first Glastonbury live album, with profits going to Oxfam’s Refugee Crisis Appeal. Coldplay, Muse, 

Foals, Sigur Rós, The Last Shadow Puppets, Chvrches, Wolf Alice, Laura Mvula, Jack Garratt, Two Door Cinema Club, The 

1975 and Years & Years are all confirmed to contribute a song to the album from their forthcoming festival sets, with 

more set to appear. Oxfam Presents: Stand As One - Live At Glastonbury 2016, due for release on July 11 via Parlo-

phone, is dedicated to the memory of Jo Cox, MP, a former Oxfam activist who campaigned for refugees. 

"We are making this special live album from Glastonbury this summer because the scale of the refugee crisis is so huge 

we simply had to do something,” said Glastonbury co-organiser Emily Eavis. All of us – Glastonbury, Oxfam, musicians 

and music-lovers everywhere must Stand As One to demand action for refugees.” Mark Goldring, Oxfam GB chief execu-

tive added: “We are very grateful to Glastonbury for bringing the weight of the music world in support of people in des-

perate need. I urge people to stand as one with the millions forced to flee and add their voices to some of the most fa-

mous voices in the world - buy the album, sign our petition, and make world leaders meeting in New York in September 

listen. Given Jo’s tireless work to help refugees both at Oxfam and beyond it felt appropriate to dedicate the album to 

her.”     http://www.musicweek.com/talent/read/oxfam-and-glastonbury-partner-for-album-dedicated-to-jo-cox/065092 
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A new scheme for churches and other charities / community groups that provide meals to those in need.  

Using the simple mobile technology FoodCloud, groups can access free, unsold, surplus fresh food from their 

local Tesco supermarket. Groups nominate two or more evenings per week to collect surplus food from the 

local Tesco. The kind of surplus foods donated by Tesco can include bread, fruit, vegetables, bakery, meat, 

dairy and ready meals.  

Tesco stores all over Cumbria have joined the project. Now it needs local groups who can use the food to 

come forward. To benefit from this scheme contact:  Joel Sinyard:  0191 278 1895; 07572 228045; 

Joel.Sinyard@fareshare.org.uk   

FareShare FoodCloud –  

free food for meals to meet local need 

Lord have mercy 

For those caught in conflict 

Who’s lives hang in the balance 

We cry out 

 Lord have mercy 

 

For those who cannot escape 

Trapped by war raging around them 

Paralysed by ear 

Or faced with an impassable ocean 

We cry out 

 Lord have mercy 

 

For those who flee 

Leaving behind all that they have known 

Venturing into new and strange places 

We cry out 

 Lord have mercy 

For those who are here 

At the end of a perilous journey 

Now faced with a new uncertain path 

We cry out 

 Lord have mercy 

 

Merciful God 

Help us to act with compassion, 

To welcome with love, 

To put the needs of our neighbours  

   before our own 

Inspire us  

To pray 

To act 

To be the people of hope that you  

   call us to be 

 

Hear us as we cry out 

For the sake of Jesus Christ our Lord 

 Amen 

Prayer from Christian Aid used at the Social Responsibility Forum of CT in Cumbria meeting  
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Yet as overwhelming evidence of violations of international humanitarian law mounted, the government approved  

sales of an astonishing £2.8 billion more weapons, and actually “accelerated delivery of Paveway precision-guided 

bombs” in response to Saudi requests. 

The government consistently puts arms sale sales promotion before human lives and has stopped at nothing to 

keep the weapons flowing to Saudi Arabia. 

The High Court has ruled that CAAT can take the  

government’s decision to keep arming  

Saudi Arabia to a Judicial Review.  

 

UK arms sales rules say that if there is “clear risk” that weapons “might” 

be used in violations of international humanitarian law” they should not 

be supplied.   

The government itself admits that UK-made combat aircraft, missiles 

and bombs have been used in the Saudi-led attacks on Yemen – attacks 

which have killed thousands and precipitated a humanitarian disaster. 

www.caat.org.uk 

 

MPs to debate new conscientious objection law 
 

 

One hundred years after the British Government was the first in the world to legalise the right of conscientious objection 

to military service, a Bill to extend this right into the tax system is being introduced to Parliament by Ruth Cadbury MP, 

herself a descendent of WW1 conscientious objectors affected by the 1916 clause. 

The 10-minute rule Bill will be read on 19 July 19 2016 by the MP for Brentford and Isleworth, who has been working 

closely with campaigning organisation Conscience: Taxes for Peace Not War, to secure the right to pay for peace, not 

war.  The Bill aims to create a legal structure that would allow citizens who object to paying for others to kill to redirect 

the military portion of their taxes into a fund dedicated to non-military security, conflict resolution and prevention work 

– enabling them to contribute to national security with a clear conscience.  
 

The Bill is being introduced on the foundation that:  

At present, people with profound moral and religious beliefs that stop them taking part in any violent activity are forced 

by the taxation system to directly fund armed conflict and deadly and destructive weaponry. 

Since 1916, the right to “…freedom of thought, conscience and religion.” has been recognised in every significant  

 international treaty. Conscientious objection to military tax is a manifestation of this right. 

This Bill has a legal precedent in the 1916 Military Service Act. This right should be updated in line with changes in  

 warfare which is now fought more and more with money, not manpower. 

It is taken for granted that we contribute taxes for military preparations, this is conscription by proxy because we live in a 

country where civilian men are no longer required for military service. 

Military tax is an issue of conscience, not a political preference – this type of hypothecation could not therefore set a 

precedent for selective taxation. 

The Bill would increase funding for, and lay more emphasis on peacebuilding, development and diplomacy work. These 

are more economical, ethical and efficient forms of security. 
  

Shaughan Dolan, Campaigns Manager at Conscience: Taxes for Peace Not War has said: “I hope that MPs will vote for 

this opportunity to give people guided by their conscience the freedom to build a more peaceful world, and reject     

funding violence.”   At its Parliamentary launch, Ruth Cadbury endorsed the Bill by stating "I want to pay for our national 

security, in fact I want to strengthen it. The Taxes for Peace Bill does this by investing in the most effective form of      

defence – conflict prevention."  She continued:"In an age where more and more people are concerned about spending 

their money ethically, this is an idea whose time has come." 

 

Register as a conscientious objector here  * Conscience: Taxes for Peace Not War is a Quaker inspired NGO that has 

been campaigning for the recognition of the rights of conscientious objectors to military tax since 1979.  

http://www.conscienceonline.org.uk/                   

From Ekklesia  
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Welcoming the Stranger – A Guide  is intended for churches and other groups to help them find a way to 

respond positively to the refugee crisis. With easy to read sections and  important factual information the 

guide busts myths that have grown up to describe this national and global crisis. Importantly the document 

offers clear guidance and support to help church  communities, and others, offer practical help as they seek 

to welcome the stranger.   

From  Liverpool Justice & Peace Commission in conjunction with other church leaders 

http://www.liverpoolcatholic.org.uk/userfiles/files/Justice_and_Peace/aguide-welcomethestranger.pdf 

Copy sent to all parishes more copies  available from F&J office  

 

"East meets West, women together in Lancaster".  

 

Formed in 2006 "East meets West" aims to bring together women living in Lancaster who have different cul-

tural backgrounds, with the aims of facilitating contact, friendships, and an enriched perspective on life.  

Activities  have included cookery, embroidery, healthy living projects, as well as parties and outings.  

Contact " eastmeetswest6@gmail.com" or 0776762891 Hilary Hopwood / 07766253341 Banu Patel co chair.  

Garment Workers Fight Back! 

China activists' tour UK - July 2016 

How women activists in China are winning the fight against sweatshop exploitation – 

 exposing fashion's biggest brands 
 

Friday 29 July 6:30-8:30pm Upper Hall, Friends' Meeting House 6 Mount Street, Manchester M2 5NS See map 
 

Meet activists from War on Want partner groups who have been winning battles on the ground and supporting workers' 
resistance to exploitation. You'll hear about undercover investigations of fashion giants exposing  grim factory conditions 
and winning campaigns which have benefitted thousands of workers. War on Want’s partners work on the frontline in 
China, supporting garment workers’ resistance - winning against all the odds. 
 

SPEAKERS 
Sophie Chen, Students and Scholars against Corporate Misbehaviour (SACOM). SACOM began as a students’ movement 
which has developed into a campaign group monitoring international corporates’ practice in mainland China.  SACOM con-
ducts undercover factory investigations and advocacy of labour rights in the garment, electronics, and toy industries, cam-
paigning against global brands including Disney, Apple and UNIQLO. 

 

Patricia Tse, Worker Empowerment (WE) creates labour education materials, conducts research and supports campaigns in 
Shenzhen and Huizhou. WE has gained rich experience on labour education over the past six years - essential to strengthen-
ing the labour movement. 

 

Kiki Yeung, Hong Kong Confederation of Trade Unions (HKCTU). HKCTU is a trade union confederation representing 
190,000 members and plays a key role in supporting workers' rights in mainland China, where independent trade unions are 
banned. 
Monina Wong is from The International Trade Union Confederation (ITUC) based in Brussels and has worked as part of the 
labour movement in Hong Kong for over 15 years.  

 

More details here.  All details of the tour, partners and speakers on our website.   
To help us promote this exciting tour, order flyers from  
TakeAction@waronwant.org   
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On 15th July 2016 in Kendal Cumbria County Council will be considering plans to extend the   

capacity and possibly the lifetime of Drigg Nuclear Dump on the West Coast of Cumbria.  

Drigg is the UKs main nuclear dump for "low level" waste. There is "controlled discharge direct 

to the Irish Sea" not to mention run off to the Drigg Stream and River Irt. Discharges to the air of 

radioactive gases are ongoing. According to the British Geological Society the Drigg site is above 

a regional aquifer. It is also "likely to be destroyed by coastal erosion" in 500 to 5000 years 

(computer modelling can be wrong either way). Much of the waste is long lived and high risk. 

Read a few of the reasons why it is important that Cumbria County Council to reject  the       

planning application. The Lock the Gate on Drigg campaign have a 38Degrees petition to be 

handed in to the Council at the planning meeting : https://you.38degrees.org.uk/petitions/stop-

moorside-biggest-nuclear-development-in-europe 

Lock the Gate  

on Drigg -  

the UKs  

Nuclear Waste site 

Prominent church leaders and thinkers have issued a call to action for all the UK's churches, echoing 

Pope Francis' wish to see "a poor church, for the poor". 

Their reflections and the challenge for the church are collected in a new resource, A Church of the 

Poor?, published by the ecumenical charity Church Action on Poverty. It highlights good work being 

done in many UK churches to respond to the growing problem of UK poverty. But it also shows that 

much more needs to be done for the Church genuinely to put the poorest and most vulnerable peo-

ple first. 

Church Action on Poverty's Director Niall Cooper says: "Pope Francis has said that he wants 'a poor 

Church, for the poor' – but what does it actually mean to be a Church of and for the poor? Here in 

the UK, are our churches doing enough to stand in solidarity with people in poverty? This is a ques-

tion which Church Action on Poverty has wrestled with for more than 30 years, but one which we 

will be pursuing with renewed vigour over the coming months. This call to action is only the start. 

Our ‘Church of the Poor’ programme will provide further materials and resources that enable 

churches to discover together what it means to truly be a church of the poor. We look forward to 

churches across the UK joining us on this journey!" 

The resource includes calls to action from leading figures in nearly all the UK's Christian traditions, 

including Catholic, Anglican, Methodist, Baptist, United Reformed Church, Church of Scotland, 

Quaker, Pentecostal, evangelical, and Lutheran 

Today’s challenge is to be a church of the 

poor – for if we are not, how can we  

understand the reality of poverty, how 

can we be challenged by the reality of 

poverty, how can we base our action on 

the experience of poverty, and in short 

how can we genuinely call ourselves a 

church for the poor?"  (Rachel Lampard, 

Vice President Elect of the Methodist 

Conference) 

"The ‘option for the poor’ 

surely means taking up the 

cause of the poor and op-

pressed in ways which re-

spect them as agents of their 

own liberation and 

ours."  (John Battle, Roman 

Catholic) 

http://www.church-poverty.org.uk/ 

Church of the Poor Church Action on Poverty’s new report supports 
its core mission to help build a powerful movement within the 
churches based on genuine solidarity with people struggling to 
make ends meet. Read or download here – or phone 0161 872 9294 
for printed copies (£2 each). 

"There is still much to do before the church as a whole moves from being for the poor 

to being alongside and of the poor. We need to make good use of the relationships 

formed with people who make use of all our projects, & listen to what they, & through 

them the Spirit, are saying to the Church today."  (Greg Smith, Evangelical Alliance) 

“I am sick and tired of hearing pompous tosh 

about the ‘Church’s prophetic voice’ or the 

‘church in the public square’ whilst at the 

same time we are busy abandoning the people 

we purport to represent by closing their 

churches and withdrawing their clergy.” 

(The Rev Philip North, Anglican Bishop of 

Burnley) 

“Priority for the poorest and 

the most marginalised is the 

gospel imperative facing the 

whole Church, not just the 

Church in the poorest 

places.” (Martin Johnstone, 

Church of Scotland) 
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Boarbank Hall Events 2016 Boarbank Hall, Grange  over Sands Cumbria  LA11 7NH 

Thinking Faith “Faith and Creation” Holiday, study week, prayer & community 

16th –23rd July for Catholics in their 20s-40s 

Thinking Scripture “The Gospel of St John” 17th –24th September All Welcome 

Autumn Break “Faith & the Arts II”  7th –11th November All Welcome 

Healthcare Retreat 2nd-4th December  

For more information  www.boarbankhall.org.uk/events 

Haverigg Prison Independent Monitoring Board seeks volunteers to support inmates 
 

The Independent Monitoring Board, a group of local volunteers, is looking for new members. who live within 

30 miles of Haverigg Prison and could give around 4 days a month. Members of the Independent Monitoring 

Board monitor day-to-day prison life, such as food, healthcare, cleanliness, discipline, education and work 

training, ensuring standards of decency and care are met. 
 

Chairman Mick Ross said “It’s certainly an edgier form of volunteering and it’s not everyone’s cup of tea, but 

for those looking to take on a new challenge, then this could be for them. There are few forms of voluntary 

service more unusual or more important and, although the work is often challenging, it is always rewarding. I 

joined Haverigg IMB 7 years ago after my wife saw an article in the local magazine. I had just taken early re-

tirement and was looking for a new challenge. You can help prisoners cope with their sentence and prepare 

for life after prison. If you can help resolve a prisoner’s problem, you can get a lot of satisfaction out of it – it 

gives you a real feel-good factor.” 
 

Serving as an IMB member is recognised as a public duty and employers are obliged to allow reasonable time 

off. You do not need any special qualifications or experience, and all the necessary training and support will 

be provided, but you must be open minded, caring, have effective communication skills and be good at 

working within the team.  
 

Further details online. Apply at www.imb.org.uk or call 0203 334 3265 for more information. 
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I received this in an email  from a friend not long after the referendum and it  so reflected how  we were 

both feeling I would like to share  this. I am sorry I have no source for the text 
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Lancaster Diocesan Faith & Justice Commission 

St Bernadette’s Parish House Bowerham Road Lancaster LA1 4HT 

Email:lfjc@talktalk.net Tel:01524 383081   

www.lancasterfaithandjustice.co.uk   

Events & Opportunities for Awareness Raising 

 
 

 

7th July   ACN Prayer Vigil for the Persecuted Church  7pm, Christ the King Church, Carlisle CA1 3PE   

9th July  Power to the People CAFOD Loreto College 9:30-4pm 

10th July  Sea Sunday www.apostleshipofthesea.org.uk 

13th July  Mass lobby of Parliament on Trident 

15-17th July NJPN Conference: see p. 10  

16-23rd July Thinking Faith “Faith and Creation” Boarbank Hall p.10 

30th July  World Youth Day www.worldyouthday.com  

6th August  Carlisle Unity Festival Carlisle City Centre.  10am-5pm Fostering good relations and  

   celebrating diversity in the city.  More information online 

6&9th August Anniversaries  of first use of atomic weapons at Hiroshima & Nagasaki www.paxchristi.org.uk 

1st September Creation Day: Vigil resources from cafod.org.uk 

1st Sept –4th October Creation Time: CTBI 02076547254 www.ctbi.org.uk 

15 September    CAFOD Furness meeting    St Mary’s Parish Centre, Barrow              7pm - 8.30pm 

17th September Celebrating Together in Cumbria  Ambleside see p.11 

20 September    CAFOD Carlisle meeting    New Waterton Hall, Carlisle               7pm - 8.30pm 

26 September    CAFOD Preston meeting    St Wilfrid’s Parish Centre, Preston    7pm - 8.30pm  

PEACE EDUCATION NEWS 

 

Pax Christi's latest peace education newsletter contains a new assembly celebrating the life of Dorothy Day. 

On his visit to the United States last year Pope Francis, addressing Congress, praised the American  

lay-woman, Dorothy Day, for her social activism and her  passion for justice. This sparked a huge spike in 

Google searches as people who had never before heard of her tried to find out who Dorothy Day was and 

why the Pope thought so highly of her. They will have learned of a prayerful woman, a faithful Catholic, and 

a woman devoted to the poorest in society. They would have also found a woman who was unafraid to court 

controversy; who was an outspoken critic of governments and their wars, and who spent time in prison for 

her activism. 

Dorothy Day: Saint or Troublemaker?   

Download the Assembly Script (pdf) http://paxchristi.org.uk/wp/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/Dorothy-Day.pdf 

Download the Assembly Slideshow (pptx) http://paxchristi.org.uk/2016/06/09/dorothy-day-saint-or-

troublemaker/  

There is a link to peacemaking work in schools and the 'Fly Kites not Drone' initiative.   

http://paxchristi.org.uk/2015/08/19/fly-kites-not-drones/ 

 http://paxchristi.org.uk/ 


